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In this study, a new stacked microstrip slot antenna (MSA) with wideband circular polarization (CP) characteristics is proposed.
Te antenna consists of a square-loop feed confguration, four parasitic square patches, four parasitic vertical planes, and a square
ground plane etched with four parasitic square slots. Te corner-cut square-loop can excite a stable 270° phase diference by
loading an arc-shaped strip into the square-loop. Square-patches, vertical planes, and square slots as parasitic elements are placed
together at the side of the square-loop to stimulate two CP resonant points. Simulation and measurement are performed on the
designed antenna prototype to demonstrate the design’s rationality. Te measured results depict that the measured impedance
bandwidth (IBW) for |S11|<−10 dB is 36.4% (4.65 to 6.70GHz) and the measured axial ratio bandwidth (ARBW) for AR< 3 dB is
25.1% (5.01 to 6.45GHz). Compared with other reported stacked CP antennas, the proposed antenna has signifcant advantages in
CP bandwidth, which could occupy the wireless local area network ITS (5.8GHz), (5.725–5.85GHz), andWIFI (5.85–5.925GHz)
bands.

1. Introduction

Although linear polarization wideband antennas [1–7] are
used in various wireless communication systems, circular
polarization (CP) antennas have a stronger attraction in
some communication systems due to the merits of sup-
pressing multipath interference and reducing polarization
misalignment [8–11]. In addition, with the development of
high-rate transmission and processing systems, CP antennas
with wide bandwidth, high gains, and low-profle charac-
teristics are also in great demand [12–15].

Various CP antennas have been extensively designed to
achieve wideband operation, such as microstrip patch an-
tennas [13–15], dielectric resonator antennas [16], and cross-
dipole antennas [17–19]. Currently, a pair of orthogonal
vacant-quarter fabricated rings as sequentially-rotated
feeding structures has been extensively used in the design of
crossed-dipole CP antennas, which can provide a stable 90°
phase diference to achieve CP operation. Based on the
feeding structure, many diferent shapes of crossed-dipole

antennas are presented to obtain broadband CP radiation
[20–26]. Tese shapes of crossed-dipole involve liner [20],
rectangular [21], stepped rectangular [22], metallic cuboids
[23], L-shaped [24], elliptical [25], and asymmetric bowtie
[26] cross-dipoles, which are designed in turn to obtain wide
15.6%, 27%, 55.1%, 86.4%, 67.5%, and 96.6% of 3-dB ARBW,
respectively. However, the profle of the cross-dipole an-
tenna is too high due to the presence of a quarter wavelength
grounded refector, which is not suitable for low-profle
applications. CP microstrip patch antennas (MPAs) have a
lower profle than cross-dipole antennas and have also been
studied in recent years [27–34].

Recently, many sequential phase feeding structures,
which could provide a stable sequential phase diference,
have been often used in the design of CP MPAs. Tese
sequential phase feeding structures could be summarized as:
an aperture-coupled feeding structure [35], a coplanar-
waveguide feeding structure [36], series-parallel feeding
structures [13, 16], and square-loop feeding structures
[15, 27–44]. Besides, the stacked technique [42–46] is also an
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efective method for enhancing the CP bandwidth on the
basis of the sequential phase feeding structures. Circular
patch [43], rectangular patch [44], L-shaped patch [45], and
square patch [46] are stacked above the sequential phase
feeding structure as parasitic elements, which could realize
6%, 28.1%, 16.7%, and 19.4% CP bandwidth, respectively.

In contrast to the conventional parasitic patches, square
slots and vertical grounded patches as parasitic elements are
introduced into the design of the CP MPA in this study. Te
proposed antenna is comprised of a square-loop feed con-
fguration, four parasitic square patches, four parasitic
vertical planes, and a square ground plane etched with four
parasitic square slots. By using these parasitic elements, two
CP resonant points could be excited at the same time.
Simulation andmeasurement are performed on the designed
antenna prototype to demonstrate the design’s rationality.
Te measured impedance bandwidth (IBW) for |S11|
<−10 dB is 36.4% (4.65 to 6.70GHz) and the measured axial
ratio bandwidth (ARBW) for AR< 3 dB is 25.1% (5.01 to
6.45GHz).

2. Antenna Design

2.1. Antenna Confguration. Figure 1 shows the entire ge-
ometry and details of the wideband stacked CP MPA. As
seen, the proposed MPA consists of a coaxially fed square-
loop structure, four rotated square patches (L1×W1×G1),
four rotated square slots (L2×W2), and four vertically
grounded patches (L3×W3). Te proposed MPA is fabri-
cated on the Rogers 5880 substrate (εr � 2.2, h� 1.524mm,
and tanδ � 0.001). Note that the square-loop feeding
structure is composed of an arc-shaped strip (R0×R1) with
the angle of 270° and a length of λg/4 (λg is the waveguide
length at 5.5GHz) and a square-loop (D2×D3) that is used
to stimulate the fundamental one-wavelength mode [6]. By
using these parasitic patches and slots, two CP resonant
points could be stimulated at the same time, achieving a wide
CP bandwidth. Moreover, four parasitic vertical planes are
used to improve the CP bandwidth of the proposed antenna.
At last, the optimized dimensions of the proposed MPA are
summarized in Table 1 after using ANSYS HFSS to tune and
optimize.

2.2. Antenna Mechanism. To demonstrate the design mech-
anism, four diferent step-by-step prototypes are investigated in
Figure 2. For a clear comparison, the relevant |S11| and AR
results are depicted in Figures 3(a) and 3(b). First, a conven-
tional square-loop feeding structure with four parasitic square
patches (Ant. 1); second, the square-loop feeding structure with
four parasitic square slots (Ant. 2); third, the square-loop
feeding structure with these parasitic square patches and slots
(Ant. 3); Finally, based on Ant. 3, four vertical planes are in-
troduced into the proposed antenna. As seen in Figure 3, when
four parasitic square patches and slots are etched in the side of
the square-loop feeding structure, two AR resonant points are
excited at 5.6 and 5.8GHz, respectively. When combing the
square patches with the square slots, the Ant. 3 has good
impedance bandwidth and ARBW. However, the IBW and

ARBW of the Ant. 3 are not wide enough for wide commu-
nication. To improve the IBW and ARBW of the Ant. 3, four
vertical planes are introduced into the presented antenna. As
seen, the IBW and ARBW of the presented antenna are sig-
nifcantly enhanced compared with Ant. 3.Tis is because these
parasitic patches, slots, and vertical planes could stimulate
multiple current fow patches, which excite two CP resonant
points. At last, the presented antenna could realize a broad IBW
of 4.75–6.75GHz (34.8%) for |S11|<−10dB and a broadARBW
of 5.04–6.48GHz (25.0%) for AR<3dB.

To study the efects of the antenna sizes on the CP per-
formance, multiple antennas’ parameters are scanned, com-
pared, and analyzed in this part. Tese various parameters
consisted of the side length (L1) of the square patches, the side
length (L2) of the square slots, the height (h1) of the vertical
planes, and the distance (D1) of the feeding point. Figure 4 gives
the corresponding |S11| and AR results for these parameters.
First, the distance (D1) of the feeding point has an obvious
impact on the AR values because it determines the initial 90°
phase diference. Second, the side lengths (L2) and height (h1)
have signifcant infuences on the |S11| and AR results in the
whole frequency band.Tis is because these CP resonant points
come from the joint action of the square slots and vertical planes
rather than a single action. Moreover, compared with the
variations in the other parameters, the length (L1) has a dra-
matic impact on theAR values at high frequencies.Te reason is
that the role of the square patches is to stimulate anAR resonant
point at high frequencies, which is consistent with the results of
the step-by-step prototypes in Figure 3. When setting D1� 3.0,
L1� 12, L2�12, and h1� 4mm, the optimal CP performance
could be obtained.

Te vector current distributions of the CP MSA on upper
and lower surfaces are simulated and plotted in Figure 5, to
clarify the CP operating mechanism. As seen, at two AR res-
onant points (5.35 and 6.35GHz), the main current and part of
the current component with diferent phases (0° and 90°) are
characterized by red and black arrows. First, it is observed that
the surface currents are mainly focused on the square patches,
the edges of the square slots, and the vertical planes. Second, it
can be seen that the total surface currents in the square slots and
metal columns are opposite those of the square patches at
5.35GHz, which would reduce the electrical length and move
the operating frequency of the antenna to the higher frequency.
Tird, it is observed that the total surface currents of square
patches and vertical planes are in the same direction and op-
posite those of the square slots at 6.35GHz, which would in-
crease the electrical length andmove the operating frequency of
the antenna to a lower frequency, compared with the results at
5.35GHz. Finally, the total surface currents of the antenna are
orthogonal at 0° and 90° at lower and higher frequencies, re-
spectively. With the variety of phases, the main currents on the
antenna rotate anticlockwise at two AR resonant points, which
suggests the designed MSA would stimulate the right-hand CP
wave in the +z direction.

3. Experimental Results

To prove the accuracy of the design, the designed antenna
was simulated, fabricated, and measured in this section.
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Te |S11| value was measured by a vector network ana-
lyzer (N5224A), while the radiation pattern, gain, and AR
values were measured by the Satimo Starlab Measure-
ment System. Figure 6 gives the simulated and measured |
S11| and AR values. As seen, the simulated and measured
−10-dB IBW are 34.8% (4.75–6.75 GHz) and 36.4% (4.65
to 6.70 GHz), whereas the 3-dB ARBW are 25.0%
(5.04–6.48 GHz) and 25.1% (5.01 to 6.45 GHz), respec-
tively. Further, the simulated and measured CP band-
widths (|S11| < −10-dB and AR < 3-dB) are 25.0%
(5.04–6.48 GHz) and 25.1% (5.01 to 6.45 GHz). In addi-
tion, Figure 7 depicts the measured and simulated gain
curves with frequency changes and a photograph of the
fabricated antenna. As shown, the measured and

simulated peak gains are 10.1 and 9.8 dBi, and the gains
gradually increase from low-frequencies to high-fre-
quencies. Tis is because square slots mainly participate
in CP radiation at low frequencies, while square patches
participate in that at high frequencies. At last, the sim-
ulated and measured radiation pattern values at AR
resonant points (4.35, 5.8, and 6.35 GHz) are also shown
in Figure 8. It can be seen that the left-hand CP waves are
at least 15 dB less than the right-hand CP parts in the xz-
and yz-plane at these AR resonant points, indicating the
antenna could excite right-hand CP waves. Tere is good
consistency between the simulation and measurement
results. A comparison between the proposed antenna and
the recently published CP antennas is shown in Table 2, to
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Figure 1: Geometry of the presented CP microstrip slot antenna. (a) Te overall structure, (b) the bottom view, and (c) the upper view.
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Table 1: Geometrical dimensions of the designed CP MPA.

Parameters Values (mm)
L 55.4
L1 19.2
L2 3.0
L3 3.0
D1 9.2
D3 2.4
D5 3
R0 1.6
h 1.524
W 55.4
W1 18.0
W2 2.9
W3 2.9
D2 5.2
D4 2.0
D6 22
R1 3.8
h1 4

Ant. 3Ant. 2Ant. 1 Proposed

Figure 2: Four step-by-step designed models of the CP MPA.
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Figure 3: Corresponding |S11| curves and AR curves for diferent step-by-step antennas. (a) |S11| curves and (b) AR curves.
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Figure 4: Infuence of changing antenna’s sizes on the |S11| values and AR values, (a) D1, (b) L1, (c) L2, and (d) h1.
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Figure 6: Simulated and measured results with frequencies change. (a) |S11| values and (b) AR curves.
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Figure 5: Simulated vector electric feld distribution in the CP MSA and its corresponding principal planes with diferent phases of 0° and
90° at (a) 5.35GHz and (b) 6.35GHz, respectively.
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Figure 8: Simulated and measured normalized radiation patterns of the CP MPA at (a) 5.35, (b) 5.80, and (c) 6.35GHz.
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demonstrate the advantages of the proposed antenna. Te
compared results reveal that the proposed antenna has a
wider CP bandwidth.

4. Conclusion

In this study, a new stacked microstrip slot antenna (MSA)
with wideband circular polarization characteristics is pro-
posed. Te antenna consists of a square-loop feed confg-
uration, four parasitic square patches and vertical planes,
and a square ground plane etched with four parasitic square
slots. Tese square patches, vertical planes, and square slots
as parasitic elements are used to stimulate two CP resonant
points. Simulation and measurement are performed on the
designed antenna prototype to demonstrate the design’s
rationality. Te measured results depict that the measured
impedance bandwidth for |S11|<−10 dB is 36.4% (4.65 to
6.70GHz) and the measured axial ratio bandwidth for
AR< 3 dB is 25.1% (5.01 to 6.45GHz). Compared with other
reported stacked CP antennas, the proposed antenna has
signifcant advantages in CP bandwidth, which could occupy
the wireless local area network ITS (5.8GHz),
(5.725–5.85GHz), and WIFI (5.85–5.925GHz) bands.
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